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mportant Notes: Microcontroller PIC Projects are categorized on the basis of microcontroller applications.
Microchip pic microcontrollers belongs to
Pic Projects | PIC Microcontroller
Get the list of 350 latest electronics mini projects ideas, which are very useful for engineering students to do
their electrical and electronics projects.
300+ Latest Electronics Engineering Mini Projects Ideas
Mini projects : PIC Die. 12F675 as a Flip Flop IR Remote Control Repeater. mini F1 race track Grid Start
Lights. RGB LED colour wash light
Picprojects main project index page
This project is a 3 button mini IR remote control which transmits 12-bit SIRC IR signals as used by Sony
remote controls. It has been designed to work with both the 2-channel relay driver board and 3-channel relay
driver board projects also on this website. The board uses Microchip's low cost PIC10F200 microcontroller
along with a handful of easy to find components making it very cheap to ...
3-Switch Mini IR Remote Control - PIC Projects
Table of Contents. My Pages; Design & Prototyping Services; Specialized Lathe Work; Lathe Vendors and
Sources; Machine Shop Services; Materials Vendors; Tool, Materials and Parts Suppliers
Mini Lathe Links
List of Mechanical Projects: This category consists of Mechanical Projects list, Mechanical final year
projects,Mechanical Projects reports and ideas,Mechanical Projects for diploma students. Here we provide
project reports and simple mechanical projects, mini mechanical projects,mechanical projects list,free
mechanical projects,mechanical projects for diploma,final year mechanical projects ...
Mechanical Projects | 1000 Projects
See TALKING ELECTRONICS WEBSITE email Colin Mitchell: talking@tpg.com.au INTRODUCTION This is
the second half of our Transistor Circuits e-book. It contains a further 100 circuits, with many of them
containing one or more Integrated Circuits (ICs).
INTRODUCTION - Talking Electronics
The 555 timer IC is an integrated circuit (chip) used in a variety of timer, pulse generation, and oscillator
applications. The 555 can be used to provide time delays, as an oscillator, and as a flip-flop
element.Derivatives provide two or four timing circuits in one package.Introduced in 1972 by Signetics, the
555 is still in widespread use due to its low price, ease of use, and stability.
555 timer IC - Wikipedia
This is a simple, portable transmitter operating in the 88-108 MHz FM band. You may use it to run your own
private neighborhood radio, just replacing the microphone capsule with a male audio jack connected to your
pc or MP3 player.
Circuit-Zone.com - Electronic Projects, Electronic
Wireless Home automation system is the process of controlling home appliances using IOT internet of things.
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IOT based home automation circuit with working.
Wireless Home Automation using IOT (Internet Of Things
Konica (ã‚³ãƒ‹ã‚«, Konika) was a Japanese manufacturer of, among other products, film, film cameras,
camera accessories, photographic and photo-processing equipment, photocopiers, fax machines and laser
printers.The company merged with Japanese peer Minolta in 2003, with the new company named Konica
Minolta
Konica - Wikipedia
It's blue! It's thin! It's the Arduino Pro Mini! SparkFun's minimal design approach to Arduino. This is a 5V
Arduino running the 16MHz bootloader. Arduino
Arduino Pro Mini 328 - 5V/16MHz - DEV-11113 - SparkFun
I was browsing eBay one day and I ran across a posting for the Analog Devices AD9850. The AD9850 is a
chip that can produce a sinusoidal wave from about 1hz to 40mhz.
AD9850 DDS VFO | AD7C
DIY TDA2050 IC Hi-Fi Chip Amplifier. This project which I call a "Mini Gainclone" is a stereo amplifier with an
added headphone output. The amplifier is built around a single integrated circuit (IC), the TDA2050V which is
produced by STMicroelectronics.
DIY TDA2050 Hi-Fi Chip Amplifier (chipamp)
This project is a solution to power up most of devices or projects requiring dual (+/-) adjustable power supply.
The circuit is based on LM317 positive and LM337 negative voltage regulators.
Circuit-Zone.com - Electronic Projects, Electronic
Electronic Circuit Schematics. Note that all these links are external and we cannot provide support on the
circuits or offer any guarantees to their accuracy.
Electronic Circuit Schematics
Microchip Technology Inc. is a leading provider of microcontroller, mixed-signal, analog and Flash-IP
solutions, providing low-risk product development, lower total system cost and faster time to market for
thousands of diverse customer applications worldwide. Microchip offers outstanding technical support along
with dependable delivery and quality.
Home | Microchip Technology
NEW! From Buddy, K9ILL - Using cable lugs for extending and tuning of vertical whip sections. (Buddy also
suggests using one near the bottom also. See photo below for similar lug.) They come in many styles and
can be found in many
HAM Radio Help - Hints - Tips - Operating Practice
BioFuels are made from plants or manure, and have the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, as
well as reducing the dependence on imported oil and all the turmoil that seems to come with the imports.
Biofuels -- how to make them and how to use them
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